
We the People of the ONM Chatangos, in order to form a more perfect 

society, establish social Justice, insure domestic Tranquillity, promote the general Welfare and secure the 
Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our channels do ordain and establish this Constitution for the 
United ONM Chatangos. 

 

 

As proclaimed by DiddyJr, henceforth:  

NEVER arrive in the chat say "Hi" and then throw a bitch-fit if no one responds. If we're in the middle of a 

conversation then we're not going to stop just for you. Calm the fuck down, join the debate, we know that you're here 

dammit.” 

 

The 26 Rules in which we govern shall be as follows:  
 

[1] 1 - DiddyJr: “If we must move chats, it shall be done so at the discretion of the glitched.” 

[1] 2 - DiddyJr: “Quiz Night may ONLY be invoked by Diddy and between the hours of 21:00 and 22:00” 

[1] 3 - DiddyJr: “We are NOT involved in a fucking war with GNC. If this is why you‟re here then cut that shit out.” 

[1] 4 - SandyLovesYous: “Press Enter less often. You can fit more words into a line.” 

[1] 5 - DiddyJr: “Ben‟s font is sacred. No exceptions.” 

[1] 6 - YlwFlw: “Repeated discussion of Bruce Springsteen is forbidden.” 

[1] 7- DiddyJr: “VERNON.” 

[1] 8 - DiddyJr: “At any given time, there cannot be more than half the members present with Mark‟s avatar. This is to 

avoid confusion.” 

[1] 9 - SanityEdge: “Flash is always wrong, but never as wrong as Pie.” 

[1] 10 - SanityEdge: “Guwuh is the undisputed King of the Chat Record. Any challenges will thus be considered an act 

of Treason.” 

[1] 11 - SanityEdge: “It is obligatory to mention ROADDD TRIPPP every one to three months, in order to keep the 

dream alive.” 

[1] 12 - SanityEdge: “Every time that boats, rivers etc. are mentioned, the chat is instantly rerouted to „Tour Boats‟.” 

[1] 13 - DiddyJr: “There can be no more than 26 rules.” 

[1] 14 - DiddyJr: “Do not make an archive if you are not Twi.” 



[1] 15 - SandyLovesYous: “Sandy is to marry Dmash‟s Sister.” 

[1] 16 - Wraffy:  “Yubel/Alexislovesyou is hereby given special dispensation to be banned and unbanned at will by 

majority vote.” 

[1] 17 - DiddyJr: “If it exists, then there is a shoop of it with dickies and Ke$ha. No exceptions. You know what I‟m 

talking about Xero.” 

[1] 18 - DiddyJr: “ED is never allowed to make up rules.” 

[1] 19 - Wraffy: “Wraffy is the fairest of them all.” 

[1] 20 - SanityEdge: “If in doubt, Nuke Ireland” – Referring only to the South. 

[1] 21 - DiddyJr: “I‟m the Goddamn Batman!” 

           -Rule 21, Subsection a) [1] LoopyLobster: “Everyone is the goddamn Batman.” 

[1] 22 - SuperXero: “It‟s always a lifestyle choice.” 

          -Rule 22, Subsection b) [1] DiddyJr: “It also prevents melanoma” 

[1] 23 - SandyLovesYous: “Do not piss on your own stairs” 

[1] 24 - DiddyJr: “Drunken chat is not only encouraged, but is mandatory.” 

[1] 25 - DiddyJr: “If you can‟t handle this shit, then go home and be a family man.” 

[1] 26 - YlwFlw: “The Hierarchy of Mad is not to be questioned.” 

 

[1] – To replace „As Proclaimed By‟ in ALL instances. 

 

Hereby is declared ‘Omega Ruling’ 

As proclaimed by DiddyJr:  

Per previous situations between the chat and other "factions" of the forum (although I refer you to Rule 3, we 

are not involved in a fucking war with GNC or the Pokéforum. Cut that shit out now) there are undoubtedly 

times when certain spats may break out.  

In the case of such an occurrence the members responsible for the chat shall be distanced and shunned by the 

majority of the group. If accusations are thrown in the direction of the chat as a result of this, then we must 

never rise to such petty taunts, but instead let the one responsible sort it out themselves, and if it goes that far, let 

Wraffs speak on behalf of the chat as she's a bloody mod. 

 

 



The above are the ideals, values and doctrines of this chat and all concurrent chats, 
which are drawn by unanimous consent from the peoples of the ONM Chatangos, 
on the 25th Minute, of the 11th of January, 2011.  


